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Single-field inflation is simple

Action:

Background equations of motion:

Slow-roll parameters:
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Why this picture is inaccurate

Perturbations in the tail are not Gaussian

   

     is not the correct statistic for PBH formation



Approximations in two regimes

Inflaton field:

Patched together at the coarse-graining scale

Coarse-grained:
FLRW

Short-wavelength:
linear perturbation theory



Linear,
sub-Hubble





Coarse-graining exit:
Stochastic kick



Stochastic inflation



Full numerical computations

One million CPU hours

[2111.07437]



Classical velocity small

Zoom into the hilltop



Stochastic noise
important

Classical velocity small

Zoom into the hilltop



Background:
Ultra-slow-roll phase

Zoom into the hilltop



Perturbations:
Super-Hubble growth

Background:
Ultra-slow-roll phase

Zoom into the hilltop



Background:
Dual constant-roll phase

Zoom into the hilltop



Perturbations:
Frozen

Amplified modes exit

Background:
Dual constant-roll phase

Zoom into the hilltop



Simplified stochastic equation:



Simplified stochastic equation:



distribution



distribution



distribution



Numerical
result

Gaussian fit [2304.10903]

Comparison to numerics



Numerical
result

Gaussian fit

Analytical
result

[2304.10903]

Comparison to numerics



Compaction function: right tool for 
determining the collapse threshold

Collapse:



Compaction function: right tool for 
determining the collapse threshold

Collapse:

In inflationary variables:



Assume spherical symmetry



Recall: in the stochastic picture,

Vary k:
Full profile

in one patch of space!

Assume spherical symmetry



Master formula



Alternative collapse measure:
averaged compaction function











Problems

Collapse simulations have smooth peaks.

Us: Stochastic peaks?

• Physics? Smoothing? Window functions?

Multiple peaks?

• “Outermost peak” gives final collapse?

• Overlapping peaks?



Conclusions

Stochastic inflation introduces non-Gaussian 
corrections to PBH statistics

Compaction function formalism needed for accurate 
results

Spiked radial profiles: what to do?



[2205.13540]



Initial PBH fractions

Gaussian approximation,                    , fixed    :  

Non-Gaussian statistics,                    , fixed    :
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